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Mugello Magnificence from Lorenzo
Jorge Lorenzo took the 16th premier class victory of his career, and 
the 37th win of his career, at the fabulous Mugello circuit at the 
weekend with what was arguably the greatest performance of his 
career.

The reigning world champion started from fourth on the grid after 
Honda dominated qualifying with Casey Stoner taking pole position 
by a margin of almost half a second. When the red lights went out it 
looked as though the Italian grand Prix would become a Honda benefit 
with Stoner easily pulling away at the front to open a comfortable 2.5s 
advantage by half distance. 

It was at this point that Lorenzo came alive. As has been the case in 
the past the Spaniard showed an incredibly cool head and maintained 
metronomic consistency as the race progressed. By lap 12 Lorenzo had 
disposed of Stoner’s team-mate, Andrea Dovizioso, and started to claw 
into the Australian’s advantage at the front.

Due to the advantage that the Honda had enjoyed over the field this 
weekend it looked as though Stoner was just easing off until he needed 
to push once again but soon it became clear that Lorenzo’s Yamaha 
was moving into firm contention.

Stoner has been incredibly impressive throughout the opening 
eight races and is deservedly leading the title chase. The former world 
champion was dogged by a Ducati that lacked front end feeling in 
recent years but now aboard the Honda he has looked exceptionally 
fast and the mistakes that dogged his last three seasons at Ducati are 
a thing of the past.

The advantage of the Honda has been apparent at each race in 2011 
with the rCV212 clearly enjoying a considerable straight line speed 
advantage while also rivalling Yamaha for stability in the corners. 

It is because of this that Lorenzo’s victory was so impressive. He 
hunted Stoner throughout the second half of the race and once he 
started to claw back time to the Honda rider the game was over. With 
six laps to go the Yamaha was right behind the race leader and pounced 
with immediate effect to take the lead before pulling away to take a 
comfortable victory.

Stoner’s woes were not confined to losing the race lead; on the last 
lap Dovizioso dived past him and took second place. The lost four points 
are not enough to cost Stoner too much ground in the championship, 
he still holds a 19 point lead over Lorenzo, but if Yamaha can bring new 
developments on stream before the summer break Lorenzo’s Italian 
victory could be seen as the defining moment of the 2011 season.

rossi mired in the midfield
While the battle at the front was developing the attention of much of 

the crowd was focussed on matters in the midfield with Valentino rossi 
struggling to improve on his 12 position on the grid in the opening 
stages of the race.

The nine times world champion is having a miserable season aboard 
a Ducati that clearly does not suit him. It remains to be seen if he can 
rectify the situation by using next year’s chassis, as he has done for the 
past two races, but the fact that the Bologna manufacturer felt the need 
to take such dramatic action speaks volumes about the performance 
of their machine.

For what it was worth this was actually a very good performance 
by rossi. He clearly has little or no confidence in the front end of the 
machine, the same problem that afflicted Stoner, but the Italian rode 
around the issues to finish sixth after a thrilling race long scrap with 
a host of riders. He clearly expects more from the team but at present 
all that is achievable for rossi is to ride around and gain as much data 
for the development of this bike for the rest of the season and crucially 
for next year.

Marquez proves his title credentials
Marc Marquez continued to belie his rookie status by taking his 

third victory of the season as the reigning 125cc world champion 
becomes the principal challenger to Stefan Bradl in the intermediate 
Moto2 class.

The Spanish youngster showed the same coolness that was a 
hallmark of his title success last year as he battled with Bradl and 
fellow rookie Bradley Smith for the victory. The trio, along with Alex de 
Angelis, broke away from the pack in the early stages of the race before 
dropping the San Marino native in the closing laps.

Bradl looked well placed to add to his victory tally after the german 
muscled his way past Smith at the opening corner of the final lap 
but ultimately Marquez kept his focus, and the lead, to take the win. 
Amazingly it was at Mugello last year that Marquez took the first win 
of the grand Prix career. Since then he has grown quite accustomed to 
the victory champagne taking another 12 victories.

The ease with which Marquez and Smith have adapted to the 600cc 
four strokes of Moto2 has been as surprising as it has been impressive. 
While some riders have failed miserably in the class after riding factory 
125s and 250s in their formative years Marquez and Smith have taken 
to the class like ducks to water and look like veterans of the class after 
just eight races.

Nico Terol added some extra padding to his championship lead with 
his fifth victory of the season. The Spaniard had a race long battle with 
Johann Zarco before passing the French rider across the grid hatching 
just metres from the flag.

F1 looks to recover
This weekend sees Silverstone play host to the British grand Prix 

as Formula 1 looks to rebound from a disappointing european grand 
Prix that lacked the excitement and sparkle that has defined the 2011 
season.

red Bull will once again start as firm favourites but the reigning 
champions will need to be wary of the increasingly impressive race pace 
displayed by Ferrari and Fernando Alonso. At Valencia Alonso finished 
second after an impressive showing that saw him battle with Mark 
Webber for the duration of the race.

After challenging the red Bull the qualifying session in Canada it will 
be very interesting to see if the Prancing Horse can break into a gallop. 
It was at Silverstone last year that Alonso’s title charge hit its lowest 
ebb and the Spaniard fell seemingly out of title contention. With races 
upcoming sure to suit the Ferrari a strong showing at Silverstone would 
be a terrific stepping stone with which to start reducing Sebastian 
Vettel’s title lead.

McLaren struggled in Valencia and with tension mounting within 
the team about the performance of the car it is clear that the upgrades 
that the team will bring to their home grand Prix are of utmost 
importance.

CRICKET Dundalk Cricket Club

“Arise, Sir Shibu”

They will be calling him 
“Sir Garfield Shibu” after his 
downsized facsimile of the six 
sixes hit in one over (never 
repeated in first class cricket) 
by the superb Sir Garfield Gary 
Sobers against the unfortunate 
Malcolm Nash of Glamorgan in 
1968. 

Dundalk CC’s Shibu Ittiavara’s 
impression of that historic event 
was to smash six fours in one over 
on his way to a brisk 38 against 
an equally unfortunate North 
County CC out in a sun kissed 
Dromiskin last Sunday July 3.

Shibu’s histrionics 
overshadowed the tremendous 
77 not out hit by opener Raj 
Duhoon which formed the 
bedrock of a huge 91 run victory 
for the home club. Raj and Shane 

Gilson put on a magnificent 138, 
which included five sixes, for 
the opening partnership before 
Shane was unluckily caught 
in the 22nd over on 56. Aided 
by runs from eddie Bosano 
Andrews, Brendan Watters, Bertie 
Mulholland, Rory Waterman and 
Ravi Duhoon, Dundalk reached 
219 for five wickets by the end of 
their allotted 35 overs. 

Conan Martin with three 
wickets and Shane Gilson and 
skipper Ashon Shah with two 
apiece ensured that North 
County were despatched within 
30 overs for just 128 runs.

The previous day, Saturday, 
had also been quite illustrious as 
Dundalk won their fifth Leinster 
League game in a row to remain 
unbeaten at the top of the table. 

This time the opponents were 
neighbours Knockharley on their 
home ground near Navan. 

Batting first, Dundalk put 
on 180 all out after 37.4 overs 
of the 40-over match. Sajan 
Jayaseelan with 40 and Bhoomee 
Shanmugam with 20 were 
Dundalk’s top scorers. Ashon 
Shah, Mike Waterman, Sunil 
Kumar, Derek Crilly, David Lines 
and Derek Turner shared the bulk 
of the rest. 

Ian Walker was the bowler doing 
most damage to Knockharley 
who could only muster 115 in 
reply. Ian took a fine five wickets 
for 31 runs. he was well backed 
up by Sunil Kumar with three 
wickets. Also contributing 
with the bat and in the field for 
Dundalk were Jiwan Jodhani and 

Andrew Williams.
The league gets a rest this 

coming weekend when Dundalk 
take on Bagnelstown in the 
second round of the Dick O’Neill 
Cup, hoping to reverse the result 
that saw them exit at the semi 
final stage last year. On Sunday 
is the first of four home games in 
a row when Dundrum will be the 
visitors for a friendly.

Then on Friday July 15 at 6pm 
the Taverners will be hosting 
Armagh in the return game after 
the recent rollicking good trip to 
The Mall. 

There are two league matches 
on the following two  days, 
Saturday against Rush, and 
Sunday with the return of 
Knockharley. There is a lot of good 
cricket going on in Dromiskin.

Shibu hits six fours in one over!
Left: The Dundalk 
CC Taverners 
team are looking 
forward to the 
visit of Armagh 
to Dromiskin 
next week for the 
return match. The 
team are  
pictured here  
before embarking 
on their recent trip 
to the first game 
on The Mall in Ar-
magh. L-R: Seamus 
Weldon, Eddie 
Bosano Andrews, 
Mithun Matthews, 
Gerry Murphy, 
Murt O’Sheaghdha, 
Brian Morris, Mark 
Deary (patron), Ann 
Treanor, Brendan 
Watters, Gerry 
McKeever, Liam 
Gaynor, Ian McEvoy 
and Jiwan Jodhani.

CYCLING Cychulainn Cycling League

The latest round of the FPM Accountants 
Summer Cycling league saw the super scratch 
catch all in front of them for the first time in 
a while. 

This was in no small part due to the fact that 
the race was on the Ravensdale Circuit, one of 
the hillier routes used in the league. Once again 
the warm weather meant a big turn out, though 
as school holidays set in and people jet off for 
their yearly breaks these numbers will start to 
fall a bit over the coming weeks.

The race completed two laps of the 11 miles 
circuit and with less than three miles to go the 
super scratch had caught all. A fierce sprint for 
the line ensued, however the nature of the uphill 
finish at Ravensdale mean timing is everything. 

Colm Quinn whom has won on this circuit 
before did indeed go to early and faded to 
3rd spot, with Alan Bingham coming around 
Gerry McCabe in the final 50ms to take the 
flag. Mountain biker Gary Shiels was 4th and 
Raymond O’Shaughnessy in 5th.

Ladies and Beginners League
In the ladies and beginners league Anthony 

Craven continued his upward momentum: 3rd 
two weeks, ago, 2nd last week and a win this 
week. he beat Michael Stokes into 2nd and 
Cuirithir O’Brannagain was 3rd. 

It really was a night for beginners with the 1st 
eight home being the beginner men, pushing 
all the more experienced ladies out of the top 
placings. 

his recent string of good results sees Anthony 

sitting pretty on top of the leader board, 
with nine points to spare over Chris Rogers 
and Cuirithir O’Brannagain in joint 2nd. eve 
McCrystal and Fiona Rogers are joint leading 
ladies in 5th position.

Mountain Bike League
Tuesday night saw the return of the Mountain 

Bike League, however it also doubled up as the 
Louth Mountain Bike Championships.

Multiple Irish Champion Aiden McDonald 
was the winner and crowned Louth Champion, 
ahead of Ray O`Shaughnessy. 

The sensation of the night was relative 
newcomer Darie McCaughlan in 3rd. Celine 
McPhilips took the ladies title ahead of Sandra 
O`hagan

The club’s mountain bikers also raced in 
Dromara the weekend in round five of the Ulster 
League. 

In the senior race the club had two men in 
the top five, with Ray O`Shaughnessy in 2nd and 
Aiden McDonald in 4th. 

In the men’s two and three races Declan 
McCabe was 4th in the twos, while Stephen 
Kelleher occupied the same spot in the threes. In 
the Under 16s Aaronn McCann had yet another 
podium continuing his fine season to date.

Super scratch revel in the sunshine

Right: Cuchulainn Cycling Club’s Aiden 
McDonald and Ray O’Shaughnessy who 
finished 4th and 2nd in the category one 
MTB race in Dromara on Saturday.


